PRIVATE
RISK

We Protect. You Grow.

WE PLAN FOR LIFE’S
POSSIBILITIES.
Customized solutions that protect your assets and provide fast responses
when these happen. Peace of mind. It’s why clients work with us.

Private Risk
Property

Automobile

Excess Liability

Home, Farm and Ranch, and
Real Estate.
Our Private Risk Advisors
understand your home is
your most valuable asset. We
work with you to evaluate the
intricacies of your properties
to determine proper limits
of coverage and identify
solutions with the broadest
protection.

Luxury, Classic, Specialty,
Exotic, and Sport.
We protect the risks of
damages to your vehicles
and any resulting personal
injuries. Agreed or Actual
Cash.

Financial Value and Peace
of Mind.
Personal wealth
safeguards. We provide
these protections in the
event of a lawsuit exceeds
primary policy limits to
preserve your wealth.

Life Insurance
Our services play a valuable
role in financial planning and
management for individuals
and companies. We provide
access to complex assets
that when properly leveraged
deliver tax preferred
positions to plans for both
personal and business
finances.

Collections

Workers Compensation
Domestic EE Protections.
As mandated per state, we
devise programs that
deliver statutory benefits
for those who help in and
around the home.

Specialty Products
Kidnap & Ransom,
Board Participation,
Travel Coverage, Group
Excess, Family, Office and
Protections.
If it can happen to you, we
can protect you from it.

Jewelry, Art, Wine, Guns,
Stamps, and Coins.
We provide protection for
high valued collections
that have limited coverage
under the home policy.
Itemized or blanketed.

We Protect. You Grow.

LEARN MORE J

ArmadaRisk.com

Recreational
Boat, Jet Ski, RV,
Snowmobile, Golf Cart,
ATV, Bike, Yacht, and
Aviation.
The more active you are,
the more policy exclusions
you’ll encounter. Not with
us. We devise protections
tailored to fit your
individual sports, leisure
and recreational activities
no matter where you are.

Natural Disasters
Floods, Hurricanes,
Tornadoes, Earthquakes,
and Wildfires.
Acts of God and a lot of
exclusions. We create
customized insurance
programs with exceptional
protections for any
exclusions.
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We provide a holistic approach evaluating
and understanding your personal risk
exposures. Our proprietary methods result
in a customized risk management plan that
protects your lifestyle.

PARTNER

“Feratur? Ga. Viti sum quam ex et et porehen imenectur, sim acit
lam que et aligendant quunt que etur?
Odit que aut omnim laboriore veni sapit, audis dus min expliquam
fuga. Ita dolupti aestiamus di omnim eles poremped quo et ut
esed quost apicat.
Xeritat. Tet enianisciis doloreici te nos archill oriossunt ipsandam
nonse reribusda dus, utemod quiaerrum quam, si dolectus, sequi”
—Gerry P., Former owner of a plastics company

PRIVATE
RISK

To speak with an Armada Risk Partners Private
Risk expert please call 216-350-5050

We Protect. You Grow.
Armada is Latin for armed services.
In the 16th century, Spain embraced
the name when titling a large fleet
or team of ships designed to defend
trade routes and protect the interests
of merchants, manufacturers and their
buyers. These defenders shielded their
community from risks, which inspired
growth and prosperity for those they
served.
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Today, our teams of risk management
and insurance professionals honor the
same mission to defend our clients from
marketplace risks, freeing them to realize
rewards, growth and innovation.
Our difference is we don’t stop at
negotiating with insurance carriers. We go
further. We introduce our clients to others
in our fleet — prospective customers,
partners and strategic suppliers — who can
enable them to be more competitive, grow
and innovate.
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